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last midterm congressional election of
the twentieth century was not without excitement across the country. In the midst of an
impending impeachment battle generated by one
of the most sordid presidential scandals in history, Democrats surprisingly fared much better
than the usual showing for the in-power White
House party, picking up five seats in the U.S.
House of Representatives. Not since 1934 had
the president's party been able to gain House seats
in any midterm election.
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But Virginia did not share in the historymaking. In fact, the century's last midterm vote
was one ofthe most insignificant electoral events
in the Old Dominion in modern times, and
the vote is destined to be quickly forgotten. There
was no statewide race (save some tame constitutional amendments). Seven of 11 congressional
districts featured incumbents unopposed by the
other major party. Not a single opposed contest was even vaguely competitive, nor targeted
by important national political groups. And
finally, voter turnout on election day was abysmally, if understandably, low, with Virginia
achieving the highly dubious distinction of the
lowest voter turnout among the 50 states
(just 23.8 percent of the 5,165,000 citizens of
voting age).
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THE PARTYNONIINATION PROCESS
:

Just as in 1996, only one contested U.S. House primary in either party was held in 1998. The Republicans
of Northern Virginia's Eighth District nominated
Demaris H. Miller, spouse of former two-time U.S.
Senate candidate James C. Miller III, to take on U.S.
Rep. James P. Moran, Jr. (D) in November. In the
: June 9 primary, Ms. Miller defeated Charles E. Carlton
by 5,195 votes to 4,212 votes (55.2 percent to 44.8
percent). Only about two percent of the registered
voters came out to the polls.
Contested conventions highlighted nomination politics in two other districts. In the Southwest
Ninth, the GOP's Joseph Barta easily defeated 1996
Republican House nominee Patrick Muldoon for
•-th '~h to-chall ng U.S Rep. Rick Bou h r (D).
And in the Northern Virginia Tenth, Cornell
Brooks, an African-American attorney, was a nearunanimous convention choice over perennial
candidate and Lyndon LaRouche supporter Nancy
Spannaus. Brooks was slated to run against U.S.
Rep. Frank Wolf (R). Finally, in the Sixth District, Roanoke's Democratic mayor David Bowers
was the unopposed convention favorite for a chance
to unseat U.S. Rep. Bob Goodlatte (R).
The seven remaining congressional districts
were bereft ofopposition from the other major party.
Four Democratic incumbent House members and
three Republican incumbents were given a free ride
in November. This regrettable result, giving most
Virginia voters no real choice, was the worst in the
modern two-party era (1968-1998). The average
number of unopposed House seats in this 35 year
period has been three.
A few independents or third-party candidates
provided a small measure of competition in five districts, with four ofthese districts featuring an otherwise
unopposed incumbent. In the general election, two
independents managed to top 20 percent ofthe vote:
Robert S. Barnett (22.8 percent in the First District) and Bradley E. Evans (20.7 percent in the
Seventh District). In 1997, Evans won 4.5 percent
of the statewide vote for lieutenant governor as the
Reform party nominee.

THE 1998 GENERAL ELECTIONS
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November 3 brought no surprises in Virginia's U.S.
House elections. In the four party-opposed districts,
the "closest" race was in the traditionally competitive "Fightin' Ninth." Yet even there, incumbent
Democrat Boucher won easily, 60.9 percent to 39.1
percent for his GOP opponent, Barta. In his sixteen-year congressional career, Boucher has had three
tighter contests than the one in 1998. Especially in
the Ninth District, topping 60 percent is a landslide by any measure.

The remaining three districts with a Democrat versus Republican contest gave their incumbents
even more rousing endorsements. Sixth District
Republican Goodlatte swamped Democrat Bowers by 69.3 percent to 30.7 percent. Eighth District
Democratic Moran defeated Republican Miller by
66.7 percent to 33.1 percent. And Tenth District
Republican Wolf swept past Democrat Brooks by
71.6 percent to 25.2 percent.
Thus, the overall balance in Virginia's U.S.
House delegation remained six Democrats and five
Republicans (as established in 1994). This close
division is reflected in the total statewide vote. When
only the four contested districts are taken into
account, the Republicans amassed a modest
majority (52.8 perceIlllo 6.3 p~IceIl!£QLthellemo
crats). When all eleven House seats are aggregated,
though, the GOP margin melts to a mere 50.9 percent to 48.3 percent for the Democrats.

CAN1PAIGN SPENDING
Naturally-or so it seems to any longtime observerall the incumbents outspent their challengers. For
example, in the Sixth District Goodlatte spent about
nine dollars for every one dollar spent by opponent
Bowers, and in the Tenth District Wolf had close
to a 4-to-l dollar margin over Brooks. Boucher's
financial advantage in the Ninth was substantial but
not as overwhelming ($678,000 to $444,000 for
Barta). And Moran had only a paper-thin $477,000
to $454,000 over Miller, though Miller had to spend
many thousands of her warchest on a contested
prImary.
The lack ofcompetition in Virginia is reflected
in the overall-spending total. All 1998 U.S. House
candidates in the Old Dominion together spent
$5,630,778-a sizable sum for sure, but an 18 percent reduction from 1996 and a 43 percent drop
from 1994's all-time spending high of nearly $10
million.

VOTER TURNOUT
The turnout among voters ranged from miserable
to miniscule. Not a single district mustered a
majority of registered voters. The Ninth came
closest, with 46.4 percent, followed by the Eighth
(42.6 percent), the Sixth (41.4 percent), and the
Tenth (36.7 percent)-not surprisingly, the four districts with party-contested elections. With the
exception of the Eleventh (35.8 percent), all other
districts had turnouts that fell below 30 percent,
with the Third (23.9 percent) and the Fourth (24
percent) at rock-bottom.
These voter participation rates may look dismal, but the full story is much worse. Approximately
1,440,000 Virginians age 18 and over are not even
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registered to vote. Therefore, while 33 percent of
the registered cast a ballot in 1998, just 23.8 percent of all adult Virginians actually did so. This
was the lowest percentage in the country, well
below the national average of about 36 percent of
all adults and far below Minnesota where almost
60 percent of adults took the time to vote.

THE CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS

is never far from the surface in Virginia - recall Jim :
Gilmore's "No Car Tax" slogan of 1997 - so 61.8
percent ofthe voters backed this provision. The voters'
harsh judgments on amendments three and four did :
not spoil the favorable climate for amendment five :
as citizens proceeded down the ballot.
Interestingly, support or opposition for each :
amendment was fairly uniform across the state, with :
the exception of amendment three. Central cities
and minority voters tended to support amendment :
three, which enabled the proposal to carry N orthern Virginia's Eighth Congressional District, nearly :
tie in the majority-black Third District, and win :
16 of 40 cities overall. Yet, amendment three lost :
handily because most rural and suburban localities
were solidly opposed: fully 88 of 95 counties voted •
"no" on the measure.

The only real statewide election held in Virginia in
1998 was a referendum on five highly legalistic constitutional amendments. As it happened, three passed
easily and the other two were soundly defeated.
The first issue on making overseas voting easier
was a perfectly straightforward attempt to eliminate
inconvenience to Virginians employed abroad, as
well as to their families. Easily understood (at least
relatively), and appearing reasonable on its face to
most people, this amendment garnered the largest A NATIONAL OVERVIEW"
proportion of "yes" votes (73.2 percent), and fully Just because the 1998 election essentially bypassed
92 percent of those who voted on November 3 rd Virginia does not make it insignificant. To the contrary, this particular set of midterm contests had
participated in this referendum.
The second amendment, concerning the Vir- important effects of the debate about the impeachginia commission that investigates charges against ment of President Bill Clinton.
Such a dramatic impact may seem exaggerstate judges, was phrased in a somewhat confusing
fashion. Still, the item seemed to call for more open- ated since the elections of 1998 will not particularly
ness and less secrecy, and quite naturally a majority stand out when the contests of the twentieth cenof the public favored that idea. It won with a 63.2 tury are laid end to end. A solid economy, peace
percent "yes" vote, with about 89 percent of the abroad, and a contented electorate meant that fully
97 percent ofall statewide and congressional incumvoters casting a ballot on this issue.
The third and fourth amendments inspired bents were reelected across the country on November
what little controversy there was in Virginia during 3, one of the best days for incumbents in the postthe 1998 electoral season. Amendment three autho- war period. The result was static, with no change in
rized localities to join together to develop specific the u.S. Senate's party balance (55 Republicans to
land areas for purposes such as an industrial park, 45 Democrats), almost no change in the party linewhile amendment four allowed local governments up of the governorships (31 Republicans, 17
to enter into economic growth-sharing agreements Democrats, 2 Independents), and a mere five-seat
more easily. But these amendments' wordings were net pick-up for the Democrats in the
House
extremely confusing and loaded with hot-button items (223 Republicans to 212 Democrats).
such as "debt," "costs," and "tax." As the texts of
Yet these summary numbers are deceptive. This
these proposed amendments indicate, amendment status-quo incumbents' election undeniably had a
four seemed even more ominous than amendment Democratic tilt. Not since 1934 had the president's
three. Voters were likely suspicious that lawyer- party been able to gain House seats in any midterm
legislators were trying to pull the wool snugly over election, and not since James Monroe's presidency
their eyes, and these suspicions were reinforced by in 1822 had White House supporters added House
groups opposed to the two amendments, including seats in the often devastating sixth year of a twothe state Republican party and various taxpayer term presidency. Democratic rebuke of history was
associations. In the end, amendment three lost by additionally amazing since the Republicans had (1)
56.4 percent to 43.6 percent, and amendment four nearly $100 million more than the Democrats to
was defeated more substantially, 62.1 percent to 37.9 spend; (2) far more targets of opportunity with weak
percent. Once again, nearly nine in ten voters par- Democrats in Senate and gubernatorial races; and
ticipated in each referendum.
(3) most of all, a smarmy presidential sex-andHowever, voters clearly judged each issue on perjury scandal to benefit them.
its own merits, as demonstrated by the result on
The GOP's failure to pad its Senate majority
amendment five, which offered the possibility of puts the upper house in play for 2000, both
relieffrom various business taxes. Anti-tax sentiment because the Republicans have a weaker team of
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incumbents standing for reelection and more seats
overall to defend. Similarly, the House emerged
from 1998 so closely divided that it may go Democratic even if the party nominee in 2000 wins just
a minimal majority. And the 1998 GOP wipe-out
in California is worth a dozen small-state governorships, both in terms of Electoral College
calculations in 2000 and likely redistricting additions to the U.S. House come 2002. All in all, 1998
turned out to be the Republicans' most disappointing
off-year election since 1986, when the U.S. Senate
slipped from their grasp after six years of control.
Party strategists on both sides of the fence
have offered a grab bag of reasons to explain the
series of Republican setbacks that have followed
's one greatvict~
s, the 1924
landslide. Certainly, the Republicans overplayed their
hand on impeachment, though they can be forgiven for thinking that citizens might seriously have
disapproved of a married president having sex with
a young intern just off the Oval Office, and then
brazenly lying about it for many months.
The October 1998 budget "compromise" actually, a nearly complete capitulation to President Clinton's domestic agenda by a GOP leadership
fearful of another government shutdown - was also
a factor. In the end, the GOP's conservative base
became less energized than impeachment-outraged
Democratic constituencies, especially labor unions
and African-Americans.
Finally, Republican tacticians demonstrated
the utter bankruptcy of their election strategy. They
bet everything on a no-agenda, don't-rock-the-boat,
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low turnout fueled by assumed grassroots anger at
Clinton and a full bank account. But contrary to
the arguments ofcynics and many campaign finance
reformers, ideas and good candidates are more powerful than money, and the Democrats proved it in
many states.
A shrewd decision to invest most of their cash
in the "ground war," that is, voter identification
and get-out-the-vote efforts also aided the Democrats. By contrast, the Republicans wasted most of
their financial advantage by spending heavily on
TV ads, an approach that made little sense in an
election that both sides agreed would be determined
by relative turnout.

REFORMPARTY£HALLENGE
In sedate Scandinavian Minnesota, ofall places, the
two major parties received yet another wake-up call
that their duopoly is not as secure as it once was.
Jesse Ventura can be called "The Body" or "The
Mind," but now everyone also calls him Governor.
Assuming Ventura governs well-a big"if'-he will
come to be seen not as a fluke or a joke, but as the
embodiment of citizens' dislike of predictably partisan politicians as well as the voters' determination
to force both parties to listen to common-sense reasoning instead of interest-group ideology. If the
Democrats and the Republicans in Virginia and
elsewhere do not pay attention to this significant
Minnesota election, they should not be surprised if
the new millennium turns out to be more hospitable to new parties than the twentieth century has
ever been. •
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